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Two-dimensional numerical modeling of wood transport
Virginia Ruiz-Villanueva, Ernest Bladé, Martí Sánchez-Juny,
Belén Marti-Cardona, Andrés Díez-Herrero and José María Bodoque

ABSTRACT
The transport of wood material in rivers has been the subject of various studies in recent years. Most
research has focused on the ecological and geomorphologic role of wood, its recruitment processes
and spatial distribution in streams. In this study, we focused on wood transport dynamics, and we
have developed a numerical model to simulate wood transport coupled with a two-dimensional (2D)
hydrodynamic model. For this purpose, wood drag forces were incorporated as additional source
terms into the shallow water equations, which are solved together with wood transport by using the
ﬁnite volume method. This new tool has been implemented as a computational module into ‘Iber’, a
2D hydraulic simulation software. The new module analyzes the initial motion threshold of wood
based on the balance of forces involved in the wood’s movement, and computes the position and
velocity of differently shaped logs using a kinematic approach. The method also considers the
interaction between the logs themselves and between the logs and the channel walls or boundaries.
Flume experiments were used in a straight channel with obstructions to validate the model’s
capacity to accurately reproduce the movement of ﬂoating logs.
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NOTATION
A0

Projection of cross-area of the log in the ﬂow

Lw

Log length

direction

Lwet
w

Length of the log inside the river channel

Ai

Area of mesh element i

mi

Mass of log i

Asub

Submerged area of the log perpendicular to piece

U

Water velocity

length

Ulim

Threshold velocity

Area of the log perpendicular to the piece length

Ulog

Component of log velocity in the direction of the

Aw
C



ﬂow

Transport inhibition parameter
Drag coefﬁcient

v

Dw

Log diameter

v

e

Restitution coefﬁcient

vcm
Water velocity of the log center (vector)

cm
vlog
Velocity of the mass center of two colliding logs

Cd

Fd

Drag force

Fd

Drag force (vector)

Ff

Friction force opposite to the ﬂow direction

Fg

Gravitational force in the downstream direction




Water velocity (vector)
1,2

vlog

Water velocity at log ends (vector)

i

v0 log

i

(vector)
Velocity of log i (vector)
Final velocity of log i (vector)

Fn

Normal force

x

Fw

Effective weight of log

x0 1,2

Final position of log ends (vector)

g

Gravity

x

Log center position (vector)

h

Water depth

x0 cm
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1,2

cm

Position of log ends (vector)

Final log center position (vector)
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From a hydraulic perspective, the inﬂuence of LW on
ﬂow resistance has only been examined by a few researchers

Δt

Time step

(Manga & Kirchner ; MacFarlane & Wohl ; Wilcox

ρ

Water density

et al. ; Allen & Smith ). Some studies have

ρw

Wood density

attempted to characterize the transport and hydrodynamics

μbed

Friction coefﬁcient between the wood and the river

of wood in rivers in quantitative terms. In this regard, LW

bed

mobilization has been investigated in laboratory ﬂumes

Angle of the log relative to ﬂow

either by combining detailed hydraulic predictions of

θ
θ

0

Final log orientation

ﬂume studies with real data from ﬁeld studies, and/or

τwoodi

Shear stress due to log presence

through analytical approaches. The ﬁrst works carried out

σs

Angle between log and wall

by Braudrick & Grant () and Braudrick et al. () provided the basic framework to approach wood mobility.
Following this, some other works were carried out to
explore dynamics of wood in rivers, i.e. Haga et al. (),

INTRODUCTION

Bocchiola et al. (, ). These studies successfully
predicted woody material entrainment based on the

Large wood (LW) forms an important component of river

balance of hydrodynamic and resistance forces and some

ecosystems (Gurnell et al. ; Collins et al. ). These

of them dealt with transport regimes. Some have used

woody pieces interact with ﬂow to create complex channel

these approaches to describe the mobility of wood in

features, which triggers morphological and hydraulic changes

streams (Manners et al. ; Curran ), while other

(Montgomery ). LW also provides essential habitats for

experimental attempts focused on the inﬂuence of LW on

ﬁshes and riverine species (Jackson & Sturm ; Langford

sediment transport and deposit (Wallerstein et al. ).

et al.  and references within) and enhances riparian forest

However, since LW tends to move during large ﬂoods,

regeneration (Abbe & Montgomery ).

there are little direct observations and measurements of

In spite of these important consequences of wood in ﬂu-

wood transport. Thus, in recent years, a few studies have

vial corridors on stream hydraulics, morphology and

been carried out to develop precise monitoring techniques

sediment transport, its dynamics and effects were barely

for tracking and quantifying the temporal dynamics of

considered by researchers until the 1980s, and to date

wood, demonstrating the relationship between wood and dis-

knowledge of woody material transport processes is still lim-

charge and the fact that wood transport is more complicated

ited. Most studies have focused on the morphological role of

than previously theorized on the basis of ﬂume-scale

LW (Montgomery & Piégay ; Swanson ; Moulin &

experiments (MacVicar et al. ; MacVicar & Piégay ).

Piégay ), using vegetation as a tool in the interpretation

However, as pointed out by some researchers (see Brau-

of ﬂuvial geomorphic processes (Hupp & Bornette ;

drick & Grant ; Mazzorana et al. b, among others),

Seo & Nakamura ). Other studies analyzed its recruit-

to date no deterministic hydrodynamic model has been able

ment processes (Martin & Benda ; Benda & Sias ;

to simulate the transport of multiple LW elements of differ-

May & Gresswell ; Webb & Erskine ; Kasprak

ent sizes under complex hydraulic conditions at relatively

et al. ) and its spatial distribution in mountain streams

short timescales.

( Jackson & Sturm ; Comiti et al. , a, b,

Therefore, the main aim of this work is to develop a

; Andreoli et al. ; Wohl & Jaeger ; Wohl ;

numerical method for simulating the transport of wood

Wohl et al. ), low-gradient rivers (Magilligan et al.

together with hydrodynamics. This paper shows the new

; Curran ; Moulin et al. ) and modiﬁed rivers

developed numerical module in detail, the governing

or urbanized areas (Thevenet et al. ; Lassettre &

equations, variables, parameters and coefﬁcients, and its

Kondolf ).

validation by means of ﬂume experiments.
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The paper is divided into seven main sections: the ﬁrst

to develop a well-balanced scheme. Recently, the method has

two sections are the general introduction and the description

also been implemented in commercial software packages for

of the two-dimensional (2D) hydraulic model ‘Iber’; followed

ﬂood analysis, such as Infoworks (Gutierrez-Andres et al.

by the model set-up; the experimental study and observation

), the latest versions of Mike Flood (DHI ) and

methods; the validation of the model and compares exper-

Tuﬂow, or Guad2D (Murillo et al. ), mainly because of its

imental and numerical results. The penultimate section

advantages when simulating ﬂows with shocks, such as front

discusses the results obtained, highlighting the implications

waves or hydraulic jumps, and the possibility of using unstruc-

and limitations of the proposed numerical model at present.

tured irregular meshes.

In addition, a discussion of potential applications and use in
real rivers are also provided, followed by the conclusions.

The wood transport module presented here allows the
inclusion of wood pieces in the simulations by means of a
Langrangian discretization. The method couples the ﬂow
variables calculated with the hydrodynamic module to

DESCRIPTION OF THE NUMERICAL MODEL

update the position and velocity of the wood logs at every
time step. Therefore, wood transport method presented

The method presented here was coupled as a new module

here could be combined with any other 2D explicit numeri-

to ‘Iber’ (Corestein et al. ; Bladé et al. ), a two-

cal scheme based on the ﬁnite volume or the ﬁnite element

dimensional hydrodynamic software developed by the Inter-

methods (FVM and FEM, respectively).

national Center of Numerical Methods in Engineering

In order to incorporate wood transport into the model,

(CIMNE), the Water and Environment Engineering Group

wood and boundary conditions are ﬁrst established. There-

(GEAMA) (UDC) and the Flumen Research Institute (Univer-

fore, ﬂow conditions exert an inﬂuence on the logs but

sitat Politècnica de Catalunya (UPC)). ‘Iber’ (www.Iberaula.

there is also an opposite effect, as the presence of logs will

es) is a numerical analysis 2D tool for computations of turbu-

affect the ﬂow.

lent free surface unsteady ﬂow and sediment transport in

The main simpliﬁcation assumed by the model is the

watercourses. At present, ‘Iber’ has three main computational

shape of the logs as cylinders, avoiding variations in shape

modules: a hydrodynamic module, a turbulence module and

(variations in diameter) and the effect of branches or

a sediment transport module. The hydrodynamic module

roots. This geometry may be not representative of LW

solves depth-averaged shallow water equations (2D-SWE or

with complex shapes (Allen & Smith ), but it provides

two-dimensional Saint Venant equations). The turbulence

a good approximation of non-rooted and defoliated logs

module allows turbulent stresses to be included in the hydro-

often occurring in rivers as a result of ﬂuvial transport,

dynamic computations, and includes different turbulence

wood harvesting and forest ﬁres (see Braudrick et al. ;

models based on the Bousineq turbulent viscosity approxi-

Bocchiola et al. ; Buxton ; Bocchiola ; Mazzor-

mation (a parabolic model, a mixing length model, and a

ana et al. a). If branches or roots are present on the logs,

k–ε model). The sediment transport module solves the

then the presented model may fail with regard to the log

Exner sediment conservation equation together with the bed-

movement simulation.

load and the suspended load transport equations to predict
the evolution of the riverbed.
In ‘Iber’, the hydrodynamics, turbulence and sediment
transport are solved using the ﬁnite volume method (FVM)

Braudrick & Grant () proposed a theoretical
method to attach the rootwad to a log using a disk on the
cylinder ends. The authors expect to overcome this limitation in future developments.

with a high resolution (second order and non-oscillatory) extension of Roe’s upwind scheme, a time explicit scheme, on non-

Log incipient motion and velocity

structured meshes. The FVM is widely used in computational
ﬂuid dynamics (Leveque ; Versteeg & Malalasekera

In order to determine wood entrainment, our model governing

), and has also been used for shallow water equations

equation is based on the Lagrangian formulation proposed

since the late-1990s, when Vázquez-Cendón () managed

by Braudrick & Grant () and Haga et al. (), used
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here in a two-dimensional space. This governing equation

where Lw is the piece length, ρw and ρ are the wood and

is the balance of forces in the direction of ﬂow acting on a

water densities, respectively, α is the angle of the channel

piece of wood situated in the water stream (Figure 1(a)).

bed in the direction of the ﬂow, g is gravity, Aw is the area

Log velocity, considered as a two-dimensional vector in

of the log perpendicular to the piece length:

the horizontal plane, is calculated for each time step.
 
The gravitational force Fg acting on the log is equal to

Aw ¼ π  D2w =4

(2)

the effective weight of the log ðFw Þ in the downstream direction, and is equal to:

and Asub is the submerged area of the log perpendicular to
piece length. Asub is a function of the log draft ð yÞ and
piece diameter ðDw Þ, which for a right-circular cylinder

Fg ¼ Fw : sin α ¼ ðg  ρw  Lw  Aw  g  ρ  Lw  Asub Þ  sin α
(1)

resolves to:
Asub ¼ ½2  cos1 ð1  2  y=Dw Þ


 sin 2  cos1 ð1  2  y=Dw Þ   D2w =8

(3)

and the projected log area:
A0 ¼ Asub  cos θ þ y  Lw  sin θ

(4)

where θ is the angle of the piece relative to ﬂow, with θ ¼ 0

W

when the log is parallel to ﬂow, and h is the ﬂow depth.
 
The friction force Ff acting in the contrary direction to
the ﬂow is equal to the normal force (Fn ¼ Fw  cos α) acting
on the log times, the coefﬁcient of friction between the wood
and the bed:
Ff ¼ Fn  μbed ¼ ðg  ρw  Lw  Aw  g  ρ  Lw  Asub Þ  μbed  cos α
(5)
where μbed is the coefﬁcient of friction between the wood
and the bed.
The drag force ðFd Þ, also in the ﬂow direction, is the
downstream drag exerted on the log and is equal to:

2
Fd ¼  U  Ulog =2  ρ  Cd  ðLw  y  sin θ þ Asub  cos θÞ
(6)
where U is the water velocity, Ulog is the component of the
Figure 1

|

(a) Schematic and body-force diagram of the force balance components acting
on a cylindrical piece of wood. (b) One piece of wood is moving in the ﬂow
direction and meets another piece; they collide and after the collision they
continue moving at different velocities. (c) Part of the log is out of the river (dry
area) then driving forces are re-calculated. (d) Log hits the bank (wall) and
slides or bounces off depending on the incidence angle α. Different time steps
are represented as t1, t2 and t3..
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velocity (Ur ¼ U  Ulog ) as

position in the stream and Reynolds number. In this work, a
constant value is used for the drag coefﬁcient, although this

C  ¼ Ulim =U

(10)

can be modiﬁed for each log if desired. Drag coefﬁcients
values for many different shapes of bodies have been studied

Then, substituting C  in Equation (9)

extensively. Brooks et al. () reviewed the literature and
selected a value of 1.2 for wood in streams, whereas Bocchiola et al. () used 1.41 for dowels in a ﬂume. We

Ulog ¼ U  Ulim

(11)

have taken the value proposed by this latter author.
The combination of the last three equations yields the
force balance at incipient motion for a circular cylinder

Given these results and based on log density, log diameter and water depth, four main scenarios can be

lying on the river bed: Ff ¼ Fg þ Fd

distinguished and related to the transport regimes: (i) scen-

ðg  ρw  Lw  Aw  g  ρ  Lw  Asub Þ  ðμbed  cos α  sin αÞ

water density, and the water depth is lower than the log diam-

ario A, the log density is assumed to be greater than the

¼ U2 =2  ρ  Cd  ðLw  h  sin θ þ Asub  cos θÞ

(7)

situation, if Ulim  U the resting condition is imposed on

where h is the water depth. Thus, the velocity corresponding


to Fg þ Fd =Ff ¼ 1, here called threshold velocity Ulim , for
the movement of the wood element (the incipient motion),
is determined by:

2
Ulim

eter and equal to the submerged log diameter. In this
the log, and if Ulim < U the log will move, sliding with velocity
Ulog ¼ U  Ulim ; (ii) scenario B: when the log density is
greater than the water density and the water depth is higher
than the log diameter and higher than the submerged log
diameter, i.e. the log is completely submerged, then again if

ððg  ρw  Lw  Aw Þ  ðg  ρ  Asub  Lw ÞÞ  ðμbed  cos α  sin αÞ
¼
ð0:5  Cd  ρ  ðLw  h  sin θ þ Asub  cos θ ÞÞ

Ulim < U the log will move and slide, otherwise it will not.
The velocity for a moving log is Ulog ¼ U  Ulim where now

(8)
2
Ulim
¼

ðρw  ρÞ  g  Lw  Aw  ðμbed  cos α  sin αÞ
0:5  Cd  ρ  ðLw  Dw  sin θ þ Aw  cos θÞ

(12)

We followed the nomenclature proposed by Mazzorana
et al. (a), with some modiﬁcations. These authors used

(iii) scenario C: when the log density is equal to or lower than

the average ﬂow velocity ðU Þ as the reference velocity for

the ﬂow density and the water depth is higher than the log

the moving woody material for a wide range of ﬂow con

ditions. Then the velocity for a moving log Ulog is

diameter and higher than the submerged log diameter, then
the log will ﬂoat (Ulim ¼ 0 and Ulog ¼ U) and will be transported with a velocity equal to the ﬂow velocity, except in

Ulog ¼ ð1  C  Þ  U

(9)

the case of interaction with other logs or channel walls; (iv)
scenario D, the log density is equal to or lower than the

where C  is a transport inhibition parameter, which is equal


ﬂow density and the water depth is lower than the log diam-

to 0 when the wood material element is ﬂoating, C is equal

eter and equal to the submerged log diameter, then Ulim is

to 1 when a resting condition is imposed on the wood

calculated in the same way as in scenario A.

material, and C  ¼ 1  h=Dw if the transport regime is

As well as sliding, a piece may also move by rolling
(Bocchiola et al. ) in scenarios A, B and D, but

either sliding or rolling.
Since the developed numerical model calculates the

the movement forces involved in this case are beyond the

ﬂow and log velocities at every time step, we modiﬁed the

scope of this study. Here the focus was on validating the



transport inhibition parameter ðC Þ proposed by Mazzorana

ﬂoating regime, since dry wood generally has a speciﬁc grav-

et al. (a) using the relative velocity of the water in

ity less than water and therefore readily ﬂoats (Montgomery

relation to the log velocity, instead of the average ﬂow

). However, the model is able to simulate the transport
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Effect of wood transport on water ﬂow

regime using Equations (11) and (12). In any case, once
the log velocity in the ﬂow direction Ulog has been calcu-

The inﬂuence of wood on hydrodynamics has been well

lated, the log position, or position of the log center


cm
xcm ¼ xcm
is updated at every time step to its ﬁnal
1 ; x2

described, e.g. as Gippel () states ‘debris acts as large

position x0 cm

elevating the water surface proﬁle’, and some methods can

roughness elements, reducing average velocity and locally
be found in the literature (e.g. Manga & Kirchner ;

x

0 cm

v

cm

¼x
¼



cm

þ Δt  v

cm

cm
vcm
1 ; v2



(13)

Hygelund & Manga ; Bocchiola ). This effect was
solved here by including drag forces in the governing ﬂow

is the velocity of the log center, which is in

the direction of the ﬂow but of value Ulog

equations as an additional term, similar to roughness, following the methodology proposed by Cea & VázquezCendón (). The said authors considered an effective por-

vcm ¼ Ulog  v=jvj

(14)

osity parameter and additional drag to reduce available
storage volume due to small-scale obstructions, which are

Apart from the translatory movement described, logs

not resolved by the numerical mesh. Of these two terms,

turn driven by the velocity distribution across the ﬂow sec-

which are not present in classic depth-averaged shallow

tion. If one end of the piece of wood is moving faster than

water equations, drag is more relevant, and even more so

the other, the piece rotates towards a more ﬂow-parallel

in the case of logs which affect only part of the depth.

orientation. Since the velocity ﬁeld still varies across the

The drag force is therefore included in the ﬂow model as

piece, the piece continues to rotate towards a ﬂow-parallel

an additional shear stress term in the Saint Venant

orientation until it reaches a stable orientation. To simulate

equations. This shear stress is produced by the drag force

these changes in orientation, the velocities at each end of

of the logs in each ﬁnite volume, and is calculated numeri-

every log are obtained from the ﬂow model. Depending on

cally as

the mesh size with respect to the log size, one log can be

P

contained in a single mesh element (ﬁnite volume) or in
more than one. The ﬂow velocity at each end (1 or 2) of
the log v1;2 ¼ ðv1 ; v2 Þ1;2 is calculated from the ﬂow velocity
at the log center v, the ﬂow velocitygradients
 and the rela1;2
tive position of the log ends x1;2 ¼ x1;2
;
x
with respect
1
2
to the log center position x
v1;2
¼ vi þ
i


@vi  1;2
 xj  xj
@xj

 02

x2  x01
2
θ ¼ tan
01
x02
1  x1

1;2

τwood,i is the shear stress at every ﬁnite volume, or mesh
element, i, Fd the drag force vector obtained with Equation

(15)
Log interactions
The interactions between the logs and the channel walls or
boundaries, and among the logs themselves, have been
taken into account in the model by means of changes in
(16)

log velocity due to contact with the banks or with other
pieces, but the effect of branches or roots has been ignored
in this work.

where:
x0

(18)

(6), and Ai the volume of the 2D ﬁnite volume, or area of

From the velocity values at the log ends, it is possible to

1

Ai

mesh element, i.

obtain the new value of log orientation at every time step

0

τwood;i ¼

Fd

log s

If one moving piece of wood meets another piece (ﬂoating or resting), the two may collide and continue moving at a

¼ x1;2 þ Δt  v1;2
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i
velocity v0 log of log i is calculated from the initial vel
i,j
ocities vlog for both colliding pieces i, j as


i

0



v log ¼ ð1 þ eÞ  vlog

cm



e  vlog

i
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cases, the log is resituated inside the channel as shown in
Figure 2. In the case of bouncing, the subsequent movement
of the log is towards the center of the channel, perpendicular

(19)

to the channel wall, and of such a value that the log end
remaining outside the channel ends up against the channel
wall (Figure 2(a)). In the case of sliding, when a log end is de-

where

tected to be outside the domain, a rotation is deﬁned with the


vlog

cm



i



mi  vlog þmj  vlog
¼
mi þ mj

j

inside end as the center, and an angle such that the ﬁnal pos(20)

ition of the outside end is on the channel wall (Figure 2(b)). As
we have said, the slip angle σ s must be speciﬁed.

is the velocity of the mass center of the colliding logs, e is the
restitution coefﬁcient (equal to 1 assuming elastic inter-

Turbulence

action) and mi and mj are the log masses.
When a piece of wood reaches a bank, it can be

Although the ﬂow in river channels is turbulent, for river

entrapped and anchored. In the ﬁrst case, if the log is

ﬂows where the geometry is smooth enough and no re-circu-

anchored (Figure 1(c)), the driving forces decrease due to

lation zones appear, roughness acts as the principal factor of

the reduction of the submerged area, but the resisting force-

vortex stabilization and the inclusion of turbulence models

sare still active around the log, therefore the initial motion

usually has little or no effect on the velocity ﬁeld (Cea

condition is re-calculated from these new conditions

Gómez ). Nevertheless, even in these cases it is impor-





 ðμbed  cosα  sinαÞ
ðg  ρw  Lw  Aw Þ  g  ρ  Asub  Lwet
w
2



Ulim
¼
wet
0:5  Cd  ρ  Lw  h  sin θ þ Asub  cos θ
(21)

tant to consider turbulence while modeling the transport
of suspended substances or sediments, as dispersion is
affected by the turbulent viscosity. Similarly, in mountain
rivers, small swirls may appear and disappear with an
almost chaotic movement, and this turbulence may affect

where Lwet
w is the length of the log inside the river channel.

wood transport. ‘Iber’ includes several turbulence models

In the second case, if the log hits a bank or boundary

(constant viscosity coefﬁcient, parabolic, mixing length

(like in this case a ﬂume wall), the log trajectory and velocity

and k–ε), but when considering the inﬂuence of turbulence

may change to a different pattern. According to our obser-

on wood transport, the Rastogi–Rodi k–ε model (Rastogi &

vations during the ﬂume experiments, the log movement

Rodi ) has been used, as, of the above, it is the only one

after touching the wall is depending on the incidence

that can give information on the magnitude of turbulent kin-

angle (the angle between the log and the boundary). If this

etic energy.

incidence angle is lower than a given value σ s (a threshold
of σ s ¼ 45 is assumed in the simulations, but this value
W

can be modiﬁed by the modeler) the movement of the log
is treated as sliding or gliding parallel to the wall. On the
other hand, if the incidence angle is higher, the log bounces
off and changes its trajectory suddenly (Figure 1(d)).
Although this behavior is more complex in real rivers, the
developed model used a simpliﬁed approach to detect a bouncing or sliding log. To do this, the log end positions are
checked at every time step. If a log end is outside the 2D
domain, the angle of the log to the wall is used to decide
whether it has bounced or slipped against the wall. In both
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Description of the experimental setup

recalculate the ﬂow velocity used to calculate wood velocity.
Fluctuations in turbulent velocity can be calculated from the

Flume experiments were conducted at the Flumen Research

values of turbulent kinetic energy k and a random number λ

Institute laboratories. The ﬂume used is 0.6 m wide and

(Kleinstreuer & Zhang )

20 m long, with a horizontal slope and a rectangular cross

 1=2
2
u0 ¼ λ k
3

section with glass sidewalls (see Figure 3), although only
(22)

the upstream 6 m were used for the experiments. The channel is fed with water from a re-circulatory system. Upstream
of the ﬂume there is a triangular sharp-crested weir to con-

Using this approach, the wood velocity is then calcu-

trol the discharge, and a cobble-ﬁlled bafﬂe to dissipate

lated using the reconstructed instantaneous water velocity

energy and ensure a uniform velocity distribution at the

u ¼ U þ u0 , instead of U in Equation (11), which basically

ﬂume entrance. The experiments were designed to validate

means introducing a random component into the motion

the numerical model for simple geometries. Further compli-

of logs transported by a turbulent ﬂow. In this way, identical

cations with irregular geometries were left for future

logs dropped into the same spot may end up in different

research.

places, differing more the higher the turbulent kinetic
energy.

Round white beech, wooden dowels were used to represent LW pieces in the laboratory. Different scenarios
were considered using ﬁve sizes of dowels, three different

Wood initial and boundary conditions

initial dowel densities, three different initial orientations
and ﬁve different channel geometries. The different

The numerical model developed needs initial conditions of
logs. To do this, the modeler provides initial position of
each log (x, y coordinates of mass center and angle with
respect to the ﬂow), its length, diameter and wood density
for the initial time step.
Inlet boundary conditions (i.e. logs entering the simulation from upstream) can also be assigned to the
simulation domain boundaries, specifying a number of
wood pieces per minute and its characteristics. Based on
our knowledge of the ﬂuvial corridor, riparian vegetation,
and wood availability, ranges of maximum and minimum
lengths, diameters and density of wood are established. Stochastic variations of these parameters together with position
and angle are used to characterize the wood rate entering
the model.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Laboratory ﬂume experiments were used for testing and validation of the numerical model. The objective here was to
test the accuracy and performance of the numerical model
described above. The ﬂume experiences were numerically
simulated at scale 1:1.
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experimental scenarios were numerically reproduced and

perpendicular overhead view. The video frames covered

the numerical and experimental results compared.

the entire ﬂume and were recorded at a rate of 30 frames

The ﬁve types of pieces used were: (i) type 1: short dowels

per second.

(0.1 m, less than half the ﬂume width) with medium diameter

The code ﬁrst extracts the video frames. Each frame is a

(10 mm); (ii) type 2: medium dowels (0.2 m, close to half the

color image where pixels color is determined by a given

ﬂume width) with small diameter (8 mm); (iii) type 3: medium

combination of red, green and blue intensities ranging

dowels (0.2 m, close to half the ﬂume width) with large diam-

between 0 and 255. Figure 4(a) shows the decomposition

eter (12 mm); (iv) type 4: long dowels (0.5 m, more than half

of one of the video frames into its red, green and blue com-

the ﬂume width) with medium diameter (10 mm); and (v) type

ponents. This combination depends on the log color and is

5: medium dowels (0.2 m) with very large diameter (18 mm).

chosen so that the log pixels take higher values than the

The average density of this type of wood is 720 kg m–3.

water surface ones in the resulting image. Then, a template

The logs were painted in bright colors to facilitate monitoring.

of the log length and width is shifted on the just computed

The straight geometry of the channel was modiﬁed with

channel around the coordinates of the known log center at

several lateral alternated constrictions and central obstacles

the preceding frame, using a range of different orientations

(Figure 3) to form different two-dimensional velocity pat-

around the known preceding orientation. These center coor-

–1

terns. Different discharges (12 and 18 L s ) and boundary

dinates and orientation angle are stored and used as initial

conditions (critical depth and weirs of 5.8 and 9.7 cm in

conditions to search for the log location in the next frame.

height) were combined to achieve low (higher ﬂow velocity)

Once the log center and orientation have been deter-

and high water depths (lower ﬂow velocity).

mined for all video frames, the spatial coordinates of the
log center, obtained in image coordinates (i.e. row and

Observation methods

column expressed in number of pixels), are transformed
into x and y ﬂume coordinates in meter units for their com-

Flow depth and ﬂow velocities were measured on a regular

parison with the numerical results.

grid, resulting in 40 measured points. The water depth in
the ﬂume was measured using a point gauge. The threedimensional (3D) (u, v, w) velocity ﬁeld was measured

EVALUATION OF MODEL PERFORMANCE

using a Micro Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (Vectrino,
www.nortekusa.com). The sampling volume of the ADV is

For the 2D numerical simulations, computational meshes of

a 7 mm-long cylinder with 1.8 mm transmit length. The con-

quadrilaterals with a side length of 1 cm were used for all

trol volume was located 5 cm from the probe to reduce ﬂow

channel conﬁgurations. For all discharges used, the ﬂow

interference. The maximum sampling rate of the Vectrino

was subcritical throughout the whole domain. Upstream

used in the experiments was 200 Hz.

boundary conditions of uniform speciﬁc discharge were

The velocity values resulting from Vectrino measure-

used for the entire width of the channel. Bed friction is con-

ments are an average of many velocity estimates (‘pings’).

sidered using the Manning roughness coefﬁcient, which is

The uncertainty of each ping is dominated by short-term

assigned to each element of the mesh. Its value is estimated

error, which depends on the size of the transmit pulse and

based on the numerical and experimental comparison of

the measurement volume; it is typically a fraction of 1 cm

steady backwater proﬁles (0.01 s m–1/3) in the same channel

s–1 (or ±0.5% of the measured value). The calibration of

but without the constrictions. The simulations were run with

the velocimeter and data recording was managed using Vec-

and without the k-ε turbulence model.

trino Plus software (User Guide 2009) and the raw data

Hydrodynamic simulations (with no wood transport)

obtained was processed and ﬁltered using WinADV soft-

succeeded in representing the ﬂow conditions in the ﬂume

ware (Wahl ).

with good accuracy (numerical and experimental compari-

All ﬂume runs were video recorded using a wide-angle-

son for geometry 1 is shown in Figure 5); the ﬂow velocity

digital camera installed above the ﬂume to obtain a

has a correlation coefﬁcient of 0.91 (R 2 ¼ 0.84). We attribute
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Computation of the log location on the video frames. (a) Decomposition of the frame into its red, green and blue components. (b) Subtraction of the red and green components
on a pixel basis. The pixels gray scale represents red, green and blue intensities ranging between 0 and 255. (c) Some log centers and orientations are tested around the log
position in the preceding frame.

deviations mostly to the 3D effect in the ﬂow, which cannot

As expected, logs placed parallel to the ﬂow direction con-

be simulated by the 2D model.

tinued to move with this orientation following the

As described above, four different geometries were used
to obtain different ﬂow conditions (Table 1).

maximum velocity line; however, logs initially placed oblique (45 ) or perpendicular (90 ) to the main ﬂow direction
W

W

turned until they attained the same orientation as in the preLog motion

vious case (Figure 6).
The same behavior was observed during the ﬂume

The ﬁrst veriﬁcation tests were carried out to check the

experiments.

accuracy of the simulation in describing log motion, includ-

As model results, wood transport can be computed

ing both translation and rotation. Various logs were placed

together with common variables such as depth, velocity,

in the ﬂume with different orientations as described above.

Froude number and, if the k–e model is used, turbulent
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(a) Measurement points shown over numerical velocity results for geometry 1, with ﬂow from left to right. (b) Velocity values measured and simulated.

In general, for all ﬂume geometries no signiﬁcance

Flume test conﬁgurations

differences were found between observed and simulated
Outlet

Water depth

Inlet discharge

boundary

(max-min)

Geometry

(L s–1)

condition

(cm)

0.05). The correlation coefﬁcient was in all cases >0.7, the

1. Small lateral
constrictions

18

Weir height
5.8 cm

16–10

mean error ranged up to 0.09, and the root mean squared

2. Medium lateral
constrictions

18

Weir height
5.8 cm

20–8

3. Large lateral
constrictions

12

Weir height
9.7 cm

18–13

4. Two central
piers

12

Critical

10–1

log position (Figure 9), trajectories and velocities (p-value <

error ranged up to 0.2 m.
Some peculiarities in ﬂow ﬁeld and log transport were
observed due to the various ﬂume geometries and log
types analysed (Figure 10).
Flume geometries 1 and 3 present similar water depth
conditions although discharge, velocity ﬁeld and constrictions were different; geometries 2 and 4 present higher
water depth variations (difference between inlet or maxi-

viscosity. Figure 7 shows an example of model outputs for

mum, and outlet or minimum; see Table 1). The highest

simulations of geometry 1 and a single log type 2.

depth gradient was observed in geometry 2, as well as the

The numerical results for model log positions, trajec-

largest recirculation areas besides obstacles. Geometry 3

tories and log velocities were ﬁrst visually compared with

presents the lowest values for ﬂow velocities and geometry

ﬂume records and then used for statistical analysis of their

4 the highest. These ﬂow conﬁgurations inﬂuenced on the

ﬁt with experimental measures. The simulation results

log transport. For ﬂume geometries 1 and 3, logs were fol-

were compared with the post-processed video recordings

lowing the same path (maximum velocity line) with almost

using the correlation coefﬁcient, absolute and squared

no interactions with walls and obstacles or recirculation

errors and statistical signiﬁcance difference (p-value).

zones; while for ﬂume geometry 2 logs were more often

Figure 8 shows two of these simulations, and their statistics

entering into these eddy areas. This is true for log types 1,

are provided in Table 2.

2, 3 and 4; however, we also found differences in log
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Figure 6

|

Results of the numerical model for geometry 3: three logs ((a)–(c)) placed with different orientations (on the left) rotate to a more stable hydrodynamic position, parallel to the
ﬂow direction in the maximum velocity line. (d) Module velocity ﬁeld (m s–1).

Figure 7

|

Model outputs for geometry 1: water depth, ﬂow velocity (module), Froude number and turbulent viscosity are shown together with log trajectory (black lines). Flow direction
left to right.
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Observed and simulated log center trajectory and log center position at each time step for geometry 1 ((a) and (b)) and for geometry 2 ((c) and (d)).

validation in these cases was tricky due to the complex tra-

Statistics for the test cases shown in Figure 7

jectories followed by the logs.
GEOM 1

GEOM 2

p-value (95%IC)

0.002

0.002

MSE (m)

0.019

0.015

RMS

0.096

0.059

Inﬂuence of wood transport on the ﬂow
One signiﬁcant effect of wood on stream hydrodynamics is
the backwater effect due to clogging. Flume conﬁguration

motion depending on the log type. Longer logs (logs type 4)

4 allowed us to test this effect.

were interacting more frequently with the ﬂume walls and

Log types 1, 2, 3 and 5 were mostly no blockage prob-

obstacles, but the model was able to simulate most of

ability; however, log type 4 showed an approximately 90%

them. On the other hand, shorter pieces (log type 1) were

blockage probability. Although the ﬂume width is 60 cm

more easily entrapped in recirculation zones behind

and log length 50 cm, the effective width between piers is

obstacles, and this was difﬁcult to reproduce perfectly with

just 30 cm. When one or more of these long logs is

the model, although it can be simulated. However, the

entrapped between the piers, the blockage probability of
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the other log types increased rapidly. In those cases, log
types 2, 3 and 5 were the most easily entrapped.
As Figure 11 shows, the piers blockage due to LW
affected water depths, velocities and discharge distribution.
The backwater effect caused by the entrapped logs signiﬁcantly increases water depths (up to 40%) and reduces
velocities upstream of the piers (up to 50%). A velocity
reduction can also be observed downstream of the pier,
caused by the logs traveling at a lower velocity than water
due to their interaction with the channel walls.
A 3D effect was observed that could not be reproduced
by the model. When logs are clogging the piers some
approaching logs were submerged and passed under this
woody barrier. Since roots or branches are not present in
the used logs, the blockage probability may change for real
Figure 9

|

Observed and simulated log position for geometries 1, 2 and 3.

LW, probably increasing.

Figure 10

|

Numerical results for three geometries (1, 2, 3): a log type 4 is placed in the ﬂume, oblique to the ﬂow and its trajectory change accordingly to the ﬂow conditions.

Figure 11

|

Numerical results for geometry 4. (a) Flume geometry 4; (b) water depth; (c) velocity ﬁeld with (black lines) and without LW for a blockage ration of 35% approximately.
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Effect of the turbulence model

The model, as described above, can simulate interactions

When the k–ε model is not used, the simulated ﬂow patterns

between logs and the channel conﬁguration and between

change, and the ﬂume ﬂow is represented less precisely. We

the logs themselves. Figure 12 shows an example of a log

see that if the turbulence model is not used, the velocity is

moving in the ﬂow and another log colliding with it; both

higher and logs therefore move faster, increasing the error

logs change their trajectory.

in log position with respect to the observations (Figure 13).

If logs show geometries that are more complex (with

As explained above, log velocity is calculated from the

roots or branches), some other interactions can happen,

ﬂow velocity and the transport inhibition parameter.

or interacted logs can continue moving together after

Wood and ﬂow velocities are very similar (correlation coef-

collision. The model is not able to simulate these effects

ﬁcient >0.8) but not equal (Figure 14). This slight difference

so far.

is due to the instantaneous velocity reconstruction from the
turbulence model. If no turbulence model is used, log velocity and ﬂow velocity are exactly equal, except in the
case of logs interacting with each other or with the channel
walls.

DISCUSSION
An existing 2D hydrodynamic numerical model has been
modiﬁed to simulate wood transport. The model has been
tested and validated using ﬂume experiments. There follows
below a description of the limitations of the method,
enhancements with respect to previous works, the main
challenges encountered when developing the method and
potential uses and applications.
Model implications and limitations
Figure 12

Figure 13

|

|

Numerical model results of log interaction: (a) a log is moving and rotating
according to the velocity ﬁeld; (b) a second log collides with log 1 and

The numerical model developed to simulate the transport of

changes its trajectory. Flow direction left to right.

wood together with hydrodynamics represents a potential

Observed and simulated (with and without turbulence) log center trajectories for geometry 3.
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Flow and log velocities computed for simulation solving turbulence (a) and simulation with no turbulence model applied (b).

tool for predicting and simulating wood transport and its

were observed between the simulations and the experience.

inﬂuence on hydrodynamics. Model validation highlights

These deviations conditioned the reproduction of log trans-

its viability, although as usual in modeling approaches,

port. In general, for all ﬂume geometries and log types, no

some simpliﬁcations are assumed.

signiﬁcance differences were found between observed and

In the words of Malamud & Baas (), it is generally
better to have a model with fewer parameters if increased

simulated log position, trajectories and velocities (p-value
<0.05). The correlation coefﬁcient was in all cases >0.7.

understanding is not gained by the addition of more par-

There are several reasons for these differences between

ameters. Following these thoughts and the concept of

the observations and the simulations. One is that a two-

model parsimony deﬁned by Gernert () we decided to

dimensional model cannot reproduce the 3D effects. Another

keep the model as simple as possible in order to better vali-

reason is that when collecting data with the Vectrino, the

date the results with the ﬂume experiments.

equipment has to be submerged a few centimeters in the

Most previous research on log motion uses simpliﬁed

ﬂow and the near-surface velocity ﬁelds (responsible for the

continuity or Manning equations to estimate ﬂow velocity

wood velocities and trajectories) could not be measured.

(Braudrick & Grant , Braudrick et al. ; Bocchiola

The highest differences were observed near the ﬂume

et al. , Bocchiola ) or measure reach-average vel-

outlet, where there was a sharp-crested weir. This lower accu-

ocity using salt dilution methods (Wilcox & Wohl ).

racy could be due to the 3D effects that can occur near the

Some others have used 1D or 2D models (Merten et al.

weir wall. The third reason can be related to the post process

; Mazzorana et al. a, b, ), but ﬁrst computing

of the videos. The used code detects the log and computes its

the hydraulics and then using the results to calculate wood

center, and orientation on each frame. Once the log center

mobilization. Here, we developed a numerical model,

has been determined, the spatial image coordinates are trans-

which calculates the two horizontal components of log vel-

formed into x and y ﬂume coordinates. Some bias can be

ocity at each time step at each end of every log and at the log

related to this latter process.

center at the same time as the ﬂow velocity.
Flume experiments have been used here to test and vali-

However, despite these deviations a good correlation
was found for all geometries (correlation coefﬁcient >0.8).

date the correct performance of the numerical model.

Wood motion is also affected by ﬂow turbulence. The

Therefore, the ﬁrst challenge was to accurately reproduce

developed method is able to incorporate this effect into the

the hydrodynamics of the ﬂume, as the geometries used pro-

simulations to some degree. When turbulence is computed,

duced a recirculating ﬂow with an important 2D component.

the model recalculates instantaneous log velocity using the

Although the hydraulic model was calibrated, deviations

instantaneous ﬂow velocity reconstructed from the computed
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kinetic energy, as explained above under ‘Turbulence’. The

and gate conditions was used to represent the bridge geome-

results also showed that turbulence might change due to

try, and the model simulated how the wood interacts with

the presence of logs; therefore, in the authors’ opinion this

the bridge affect hydrodynamics. The establishment of

is an important contribution to hydrodynamic simulation.

different scenarios for the wood transport allowed us to

Application of the model to real rivers

bridge clogging. In addition, the model succeeded in predict-

study the inﬂuence of the inlet boundary conditions on the
ing the deposition patterns of wood along the reach,
‘Iber’ is a two-dimensional model for simulating turbulent-

showing the places prone to top form woody jams, validated

free surface unsteady ﬂow and environmental processes in

by direct observations in the ﬁeld.

river hydraulics. Since this model has a friendly interface
which facilitates its application (Corestein et al. ;

Potential applications

Bladé et al. ), the application of the new module
(‘Woody Iber’) in real rivers or streams is straightforward.

Flood inundation modeling is one of the most common

For veriﬁcation of the numerical modeling, a real scale

applications of depth-averaged shallow water models and

model of the experimental facility was used. Nevertheless,

this may be the main direct application of the method pre-

if the experiments were to be extrapolated to a real stream

sented in this paper. In relation to ﬂood hazard analysis,

using, for example, a geometric scale of 20, the ﬂume

the main problem is the clogging of critical sections such

would represent a physical model of a reach 12 m wide

as bridges. The simulation of LW transport at critical

and 100 m long, the prototype discharge would be around

stream geometry conﬁgurations may therefore be of interest.

3

–1

32 m s , with maximum prototype velocities around 3 m

In terms of drift entrainment and transport, the effects of

s–1, and prototype logs ranging from 2 to 10 m in length

blockage due to LW accumulations at river bridges may be

and from 0.2 to 0.36 m in diameter, which are values that

studied from a perspective of either ﬂood hazard (backwater

could be encountered in real streams.

effects; see Mazzorana et al. a, b, ) or infrastructure

Probably one of the most relevant steps when applying
the method in rivers is to establish wood initial and bound-

evaluation (failure, pier scour, or sizing; see Schmocker &
Hager , ).

ary conditions. An in-depth understanding of the ﬂuvial

From another point of view, the ecological importance

corridor and the riparian vegetation is needed to establish

of LW is reﬂected in areas where there is decreased ﬂow vel-

the availability of wood and ranges for its maximum and

ocity and increased ﬂow depth, where habitat suitability for

minimum lengths, diameters and density. Methodologies

ﬁsh species colonization is enhanced (Bocchiola ), so log

have been developed previously for characterizing wood,

deposition areas could be an ecological indicator. LW has

its distribution along the river and potential availability,

also become a central theme in river management and res-

and its recruitment processes (see Abbe & Montgomery

toration (Benda & Sias ).

; Andreoli et al. ; Mazzorana et al. ; Wohl &

As mentioned above, the method presented here can be

Jaeger ; Wohl et al. ). However, here the number

implemented in any two-dimensional hydrodynamic model

of input trees (logs) has to be estimated, and logs have to

provided it uses an explicit scheme, and thus a small time

be characterized individually. This can be approached

step. At present, a wide range of commercial and non-com-

using the forest inventory and with the help of geographic

mercial modeling tools are available based on FVM or FEM

information systems (Rigon et al. ), as well as by apply-

that satisfy this requirement.

ing fuzzy-logic principles (Ruiz-Villanueva et al. ).
The ﬁrst application of this model in a real case is
described in Ruiz-Villanueva et al. (). In this work, a

CONCLUSIONS

bridge clogging process due to LW transport during a ﬂash
ﬂood event was reproduced by modeling individual wood

The main goal of the present model was to simulate the

pieces moving in the ﬂow. A combination of internal weir

transport of LW in streams, accounting for the mutual
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interaction between wood and river hydrodynamics. A
numerical model was coupled to 2D hydraulic software.
Flume experiments were used in a straight channel with
obstructions to validate the model’s capacity to accurately
reproduce the movement of ﬂoating logs under different
hydraulic conditions at relatively short timescales. The
good agreement between the numerical model and prototype-scale

simulations

of

log

transport

in

a

ﬂume

substantiates the validity of the proposed approach.
Although notable simpliﬁcations were adopted for the
development of the presented tool and further work is
needed to better simulate the complexity of wood transport
in natural watercourses, this model constitutes at present
a ﬁrst attempt to incorporate wood transport in twodimensional hydrodynamic simulation. Our efforts are
motivated at least in part by a desire to improve scientiﬁc
understanding of wood dynamics in rivers; this numerical
model primarily was intended to allow realistic virtual simulations, not only in the laboratory but also in real rivers.
Further research will allow the model to be improved and
tested in different environments and for different purposes,
as we think this can be a useful tool in the ﬁeld of ﬂuvial
geomorphology and related branches.
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